
    Hayward nationals 
Staples, MN (March 6-7th, 2010) - Ben Lindbom of Staples, MN 
was the fifth qualifier for Sport Super Stock #1 on Saturday going in 
to the final.  Unfortunately on turn one after the Studboy Hole Shot, 
Ben was in the middle of a major pile up.  Finishing 12th out of fif-
teen in the final the team regrouped & made ready for Sunday Sport 
Super Stock #2 & a fresh run at the podium once again.   On Sunday 
Ben was the number three qualifier for excellent line choice & a 
renewed confidence with some outstanding heat racing behind him.  
However once again the best the team could produce was a last place 
finish in final #2 due to a mechanical failure.   On the Studboy Hole 
Shot the #104 sled rocketed around turn one with amazing speed.  
One of the pro teams had come over & helped with a fresh clutching 
setup that put ben in a commanding lead around turn #1.   The whole 
team had renewed hope that they had conquered the mechanicals 
for the weekend as Ben carried the lead over the fly way through lap 
one.  However,  from the side lines it was not to last, as Ben slipped 
through the ranks to last place.  Later back in the pits it was deter-
mined that the secondary clutch spring had broken out on the track. 
On a side note Ben did not go down without giving the crowd what 
it came to see.  Out on the back stretch he did a massive no handed 
superman & landed it right in the middle of lap number 3!  Definite-
ly caught the crowds attention, as the gasp for air was prevalent & 
in unison.  Announcers Mike & Paul up in the booth simply couldn’t 
believe their eyes as Ben maintained control with Levi Lavallee like 
precision during a gnarly run.   A winner can also be defined by who 
keeps coming back for more, making sure every point counts, always 
doing your best,  & giving the crowd a show.  Big shout out to all the 
fans!  Thanks for your support, you make all of this possible.
Ben sends out a huge thank you to all of his awesome sponsors… 
Polaris, FXR, Studboy, NGK, Muller Race Photo’s, Brothers Motor-
sports, Mark Sand & Gravel, Wide Open Powder Coating, Scheuring 
Speedsports, Sled Descent, Machine 22.
For more information go to: http://www.benlindbom.com/
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